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ABSTRACT 

A PROPOSED INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM USING APL 

by Rajnish Mehra 

Design criteria for computer graphies data structures 

are discussed and a data structure for APL graphies is pro¬ 

posed. A set of APL functions is defined based on the pro¬ 

posed data structure, illustrating its use for interactive 

APL graphics. Emphasis is placed on preserving the basic 

philosophy of APL. A plot routine is provided for display 

on the IBM 2741 selectric terminal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. Computer Graphics Systems: Historical Background 

Interactive Computer Graphics is the construction, 

alteration, storage, retrieval, manipulation and analysis of 

pictorial data, using an on line display console with manual 

input devices. The general use of the expression did not, 

however, become current until the release of Sutherland's 

Sketchpad (28) Graphics program on the TX-2 computer and the 

CTSS multiaccess system at MIT for project MAC. 

Sutherland was followed at Lincoln Laboratories by 

T. E. Johnson (15), who developed Sketchpad 3 and L. G. 

Roberts (36) with his work on Machine Perception of 3-D Ob¬ 

jects. As part of the computer aided design program at MIT 

D. T. Ross (26) developed an advanced compiler language known 

as A E D (Automated Engineering Design) which was designed 

for graphics programming and for generating problem oriented 

languages. Other early contributers to the field included 

S. A. Coons (2) and W. R. Sutherland (29) both at MIT. 

Paralleling the work of the MIT group, General Motors 

(13,14) developed the DAC-1 system. (Design Augmented by 

Computer). It was built by IBM and its display was the pro¬ 

totype of the IBM-2250 console, now commercially available. 
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In their system the present large computer is an IBM-360/67 

used in a time sharing mode and there is a regeneration buf¬ 

fer (IBM-2840-11). 

A feature of this system is that it accepts programs 

in PL/1. 

The past few years have witnessed the emergence of a 

growing number of Graphics systems. A common arrangement is 

to use a small computer with a display as a terminal, con¬ 

nected to a large time shared computer. A typical example 

of this arrangement is the Graphic 2 system developed at the 

Bell Telephone Laboratories (1). The terminal consists of a 

PDP-9 computer and a DEC-340 display. The terminal is con¬ 

nected to a GE-635 time shared central computer via a data 

phone communications link. 

Another large, comprehensive and powerful system is 

the UNIVAC Graphics system developed by Adams associates for 

UNIVAC (3). It employs the UNIVAC 1557 Display controllers; 

1558 Display consoles and remotely accesses a UNIVAC 1108 

Computer. 

The Adge AGT 30 (33) is currently one of the most ad¬ 

vanced computer graphics systems. It consists of a medium 

scale computer, a graphical display and a display processor. 

This general arrangement is typical of many other computer 

systems, e.g., IBM 1130/2250, DEC PDP9/339 and the CDC Digi- 

graphics system. 
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Many other graphic systems have been developed, some 

of them at universities including Brown, University of 

California, University of Utah, New York University and 

Cambridge. 

II. Graphic Languages 

In order to utilize graphic systems effectively a 

graphic language is needed. The earliest graphic programs 

(15,28) used ring structures and were written in assembly 

language. Since then many languages for creating and manipu¬ 

lating ring structures have been developed. One of the first 

was CORAL (10). Recently other low level languages with 

greater flexibility and more complex data structuring capa¬ 

bility have appeared. Some of these languages allow the user 

to program very efficiently but the user has to program in 

assembly language. Examples of these languages are: L6 (18) 

(Bell Lab’s low level linked list language) DISPL (7) and 

ASP (23) (Associated structure package). 

In order to free the user from the details concerning 

the computer and allow him to concentrate on the problem a 

number of higher level graphic languages have been developed. 

Most of them are extensions of existing higher level program¬ 

ing languages. Examples include APL (Asssociative Programing 

Language) (4) which is an extension of PL/I. PL/I has the 
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facility to create pointers and therefore list, ring, and 

tree structures. Dodd (4) has added six statements to PL/I 

and formed APL. 

A E D (26) and LEAP (6) are extensions of ALGOL. LEAP, 

developed by Feldman and Rovner, can express data relations 

in associative structures. It includes statements for creat¬ 

ing and accessing data by a hash coding technique. 

Some FORTRAN based languages, e.g. GRAF (11) have also 

been in use. Their limitations stem from the fact that 

FORTRAN has little to offer by way of program structuring 

facilities and its subroutines and functions are non recur¬ 

sive. However, the use of FORTRAN still persists. The 

reasons are not hard to find. FORTRAN is available at nearly 

every computer installation. It is widely known, and it is 

an efficient language. This efficiency, however, is marred 

by the sheer inefficiency of writing a Graphics program in 

FORTRAN. 

Computer graphics is essentially interactive and the 

major shortcoming of production oriented languages like 

FORTRAN, ALGOL, PL/I is that they are not primarily designed 

for interactive operation. Any extension of these higher 

level languages for graphics must incorporate a command 

language, which enables the user to command the system. 

These commands fulfil two functions: they control which 

processes are activated and they contain the data that is 
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passed to these processes. These commands are given to the 

processor which works interpretatively, so the compiler for 

use with the language must now also have real time capabili¬ 

ties (handling of interrupts, etc.). 

The only well known, high level interactive programing 

language which incorporates a suitable command language is 

Iverson's APL (12,9). 

Thus, it would be particularly advantageous, if APL is 

used to implement an interactive graphics language. 

APL has an unusual syntax that permits very powerful 

number, vector and matrix handling operations to be defined 

with extreme conciseness. 

Its operations are primarily algebraic and arithmetic 

operations defined on arbitrary sets of arrays, operators to 

rearrange arrays, concatenation, membership, compression/ 

expansion, indexing, operators for matrix multiplication and 

others. 

The basic transformations of graphics objects (e.g. 

rotation, translations, scaling, etc.) are all vector or 

matrix operations. This is especially true in the case where 

straight line segments are used as graphical primitives. 

Indeed, most computer graphic displays, today are vector dis¬ 

plays, capable of generating straight lines. 

Thus we have a second important reason for using APL 

for computer graphics. This coupled with the fact that APL 
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can directly be extended to implement a command language puts 

it in an enviable position for extending it for graphic ap¬ 

plications . 

Any extension would have to incorporate an appropriate 

data structure. The data structure should be such that it 

provides a consistent augmentation of the capabilities of 

the language and permits the establishment of a data base 

suited for interactive graphics. 

In this study we will first consider design criteria 

for computer graphics data structures (Chapter I). Next we 

propose a data structure for APL graphics and show how it can 

efficiently utilize existing APL functions. 

In Chapter III we will define a set of functions in 

APL, based on the proposed data structure, to implement 

primitive graphic operations (deletion, translation, rotation 

concatenation, etc.). Next (Chapter IV) we examine how the 

existing command language in APL can be extended for APL 

graphics. 

Finally, Chapter V will discuss the limitations of 

the system and consider areas for further work. 



CHAPTER I 

Data consists of numerical values, names, codes and 

symbols. Each of these considered separately, is called a 

data element. Data elements are stored in computer memories 

in an organized manner to preserve the relationships and 

logical associations that exist between them and also to 

provide access from one data element to another. This 

organization of data is called data structure. 

In a graphics system it is the data structure which 

determines the "degree of interactiveness" of a given system. 

Data structures of varying degrees of sophistication and com¬ 

plexity have been proposed for graphic systems. The field 

has been well covered in the recent survey paper by 

Williams (34) and the not so recent survey by Grey (10). 

However, any data structure for an interactive graphics sys¬ 

tem must satisfy certain special requirements. 

There are two main ways in which objects can be 

grouped: (1) when they possess a hierarchical structure 

and (2) when they share a common property. Examples of types 

of groupings are (1) Trees and (2) Arrays. 

Any structure for graphics should incorporate one or 

both these schemes. The data should be structured to allow 

necessary searching and accessing of related data to be 

7 
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performed efficiently. Also, during a graphics design 

process, actions like adding or deleting of data and moving 

or rescaling of picture parts may be required. Such actions 

may cause considerable changes in a data structure, and the 

structure should be flexible enough to allow updating to be 

performed quickly. It therefore should be capable of dynamic 

growth and modification. This suggests a list structure or 

a powerful dynamic array structure. 

The simplest implementation which will satisfy the 

above criteria is a ring structure. (If the last element of 

a list has a pointer to the first element in the list, then 

it is called a ring. No attempt will be made here to define 

the various terms, pointer etc. (see Knuth (19))). Often 

there is a chain of pointers around the ring in the reverse 

sense also, the structure then is called a doubly linked 

ring. Objects sharing a common property can be put on a 

ring which represents that property, and by arranging so that 

rings start at objects, hierarchical structures can be built 

(to be discussed later). It is very easy to update a ring 

structure. All that is required to add or delete a new 

element is a rearrangement of pointers. Knuth (19) has 

given algorithms for addition and deletion of elements to a 

ring structure. 

The ring structure, however, is by no means the only 

way to build data structures. A serious disadvantage with 

ring structures is that a lot of storage is required for 



representing the pointers, and there may well be situations 

where some compact form of structure representation is pre¬ 

ferred. 

Two other structures that have been used for graphi¬ 

cal applications are the tree and hierarchical structures. 

A tree structure is defined in graph theory (19) as 

a finite set T of one or more nodes such that 

a) There is one specially designated node called the 

root of the tree, root (T); and 

b) sets T^...Tm where each of these sets in turn is a 

tree. The trees Tn...T are called the subtrees of the 1 m 

root. 

Alternatively a tree structure is a structure that 

has no closed circuits (rings). This is equivalent to an 

organization of pointers as shown in Figure (1). An identi¬ 

fication block is put at the top of a tree, it has pointers 

to the second level blocks, which in turn have pointers to 

the third level block and so on. More generally a block at 

any level may point to a block further down the tree or even 

to a block at its own level, but not to a block higher up 

the tree. 

A structure of this type makes it possible to define 

"Pictures of pictures" where a picture is made up of line 

segments which in turn are composed of end points. Tree 

structures provide an efficient storage scheme when it comes 
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to defining a repetative structure. Algorithms (19) exist 

for traversing and merging trees, hence two structures may 

be combined to form a new structure which may subsequently 

be used as a substructure. By building new levels in this 

way complex tree structures can be created. 

An hierarchical structure is a tree structure con¬ 

structed with rings (5). From one initial ring there may be 

branches from any element to logically related elements. 

These related elements are also arranged in a ring structure 

and branches from these elements to other related elements 

can occur. This structure allows access from any data item 

to any other data item via the rings. It is easy to update 

this structure since nothing has to be moved in storage; 

only pointers have to be changed. However, the process can 

become quite involved in a deletion operation. Neverthe¬ 

less, in hierarchial structures this operation is consider¬ 

ably easier than in one-way list structures. The cost of 

this is the extra overhead in storage. All list structures 

have this disadvantage but hierarchical structures having 

the most complex pointer arrangements suffer most of all. 

Several graphic languages have hierarchical ring implemented 

data structures including SKETCHPAD (28) CORAL (10) (Class 

oriented ring associative language, APL (4) and ASP (23). 

As Grey (10) points out, ring implemented structures 

are very general. Their fault lies in their over generality 

What the programmer needs is a specific set of operations, 
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Fig. 2. An example of a hierarchical structure 
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the fact that these can be implemented in a ring structure 

is not enough, for the programmer must still write his own 

functions to perform specific operations. It is possible, 

however, to provide these specific operations by using an 

associative structure. 

The best known structure of this sort is Feldman and 

Rover's LEAP (6) (24). This allows attributes to be assigned 

to objects by means of associations. Data associations are 

of the form: 

Attribute of object is value 

or A(0) = V 

LEAP has been used in several interactive graphical 

applications. From the linguistic point of view, the 

strength of LEAP lies in its clarity and directness with 

which it allows complex data manipulation to be defined. 

The language is useful in particular applications only if 

data association are already in the form A(0) = V or can be 

expressed in that form. Other developments in associative 

processing include TRAMP (34) which is an interpretive as¬ 

sociative processor. 

One structure that has received little attention in 

interactive graphics is the Array structure. Conventional 

arrays and vectors, although they are simple to implement 

and easy to use do not perform well in interactive graphics. 

The reason for this is that they are essentially a static 
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data structure and cannot be readily contracted or expanded 

during program execution. Normally* we must define the 

dimensions of these arrays, either at the start of execution 

or before we compile the program. Then we must be careful 

that the program does not trespass beyond these dimensions. 

These are extremely inconvenient restrictions in any inter¬ 

active program, for at the start of execution we rarely 

know how much data will be stored in a data base. Therefore 

we must generally set large dimensions to prevent array over¬ 

flow. 

In Iverson's APL, however, we have a language that 

has extremely powerful dynamic array handling capabilities 

and hence lends itself well for implementing a hierarchical 

array structure. 

In the next chapter we shall see how an array struc¬ 

ture implemented in APL can be used for interactive graphics. 

*PL/I is an exception. 



CHAPTER II 

Katzan (16) in his recent paper has discussed methods 

to build an impressive set of data structures in APL includ¬ 

ing list and ring structrues. In fact, one of the few tru¬ 

isms about data structures may well be, that given a lang¬ 

uage it is possible to implement just about any data struc¬ 

ture in it. It would, however, be absurd to implement a 

hierarchical ring structure in APL, just as it would be to 

implement a dynamic array structure in FORTRAN. 

Given a language, certain structures can be built 

"naturally and efficiently" and it is not difficult to 

realize that APL is most suited for building array struc¬ 

tures. 

The problem then boils down to "how does one extend 

APL for interactive graphics using an array structure?" 

Before discussing possible structures a point to remember 

is that any structure that must be implemented must take 

into account hardware considerations. If, for example, the 

display device is a simple vector generator, this fact must 

be taken into account while designing the data structure. 

Further, data structures are dependent upon the application 

for which they are used. As discussed earlier, general 

purpose data structures have a severe disadvantage in terms 

15 
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of storage overheads. This is specially important for APL 

where the users work space is limited to 32K bytes (APL/360). 

This fact has been taken into account while design¬ 

ing the data structures. Lastly we have made every effort 

to preserve the basic philosophy of APL. No new operators 

have been added for construction and manipulation of display 

items. Instead, a set of functions in existing APL have 

been defined. These functions take care of all operations 

required for interactive graphics: picture generation and 

manipulation as well as display file management. This may 

involve a sacrifice in notational elegence; however, it is 

more than compensated for by the fact that no change in the 

APL syntax is required and there is no need to implement a 

new APL interpreter. 

In designing a data structure for interactive graphics 

there is virtually no theory for the programmer to fall back 

on. There has been some theoretical work by Williams (35) 

and one can compare simple structures on the basis of search¬ 

ing and updating times. However, this is not true for com¬ 

plex data structures, and hence the design process is largely 

trial and error. 

One of the first data structures considered in this 

study was a dual array structure. One array was an n x 3 

matrix consisting of coordinates of a set of points and the 

other array was an n x n square connection matrix, in- 



dictating how the points were connected to form a figure 

(Figure 3). 
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Array I Array II 

p • p p p 
*1* IX *1Y *1Z 

P • P P P 
n nX nY *nZ P 

P 

nn 

In 

PJJ = 1 iff there is a line from Point P^ to point 

P.. P.. = 0 otherwise. 
J J 

Fig. 3 

The attractiveness of this structure stems from the 

fact that any arithmetic or transform operation need only 

be carried out on array I since this would not affect the 

connection matrix. Similarly the deletion of a line seg¬ 

ment affects only the connection matrix (except in the case 

where a single point is to be deleted). Since an interac¬ 

tive graphics program involves extensive use of matrix trans¬ 

forms (rotation, projection etc.) this structure would be 

very efficient computationally. In fact, it is difficult 

to imagine a structure that would be better in this respect. 

However, trouble with this structure begins just as 

soon as one tries to do anything besides arithmetic and 

transform operations. Take for example, the operation for 
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merging two figures, it involves the rearrangement of the 

entire connection matrix. The connection matricies have to 

be stored as sparce matricies since a figure with say 25 

points will result in a 25 x 25 matrix. This method of 

storage will necessarily result in the extensive use of 

pointers and rings Knuth (19). Any updating resulting from 

the merger would result in a complex rearrangement of these 

pointers. As mentioned earlier it is fairly cumbersome to 

implement a pointer based structure in APL. Soon one 

realizes that this structure fails to directly extend exist¬ 

ing APL operators for Graphics operations. Another disad¬ 

vantage is that this structure is not a convenient input for 

a vector display. 

Rusk (27) discusses how APL operators could be in¬ 

terpreted in an interactive graphics system e.g., if P is 

an arbitrary point matrix <|>P would result in a mirror image 

of P etc. Based on this idea a second structure is proposed. 

A figure is defined to be a variable (name) with an 

associated n x 6 or n x 4 matrix. The rows of the matrix 

correspond to line segments of the figure. Each line seg¬ 

ment is defined by the coordinates of its end points. Thus 

we have 6 columns for a 3-D figure and 4 columns if the fig¬ 

ure is 2-Dimensional. 

The elegance of such a structure lies in the fact 

that almost all existing operators can be meaningfully ap¬ 

plied to it. Rotation and projection now become simple 
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matrix multiplication whereas translation becomes matrix ad¬ 

dition and scaling becomes multiplication by a constant. 

The merging of figures becomes concatenation along the first 

dimension and even deletion can be accomplished using the 

compression operator. A second advantage stems from the 

fact that most (38) display consoles are vector generators, 

since the data already exists in the form of end points the 

interfacing software will become relatively simple. 

Two optional columns can be added to the matrix de¬ 

fining the figure; one to indicate whether a particular 

line segment is visible or not and the other to indicate 

whether it is dotted or solid. This information of course 

is solely for the display console and it enables the user 

to 'soft delete.' Prior to actually deleting a line, the 

user can turn the intensity bit 'off' for that particular 

line segment and check the effect. If it does not corres¬ 

pond to what the user had in mind the process can be easily 

reversed. 

In general additional columns could be added to 

indicate the color of the different line segments etc. (21). 

A display file is generated in the user's work space 

and this contains the display code for figures that are cur¬ 

rently displayed. In the case of 3-D figures this display 

code is usually obtained by applying a perspective transform 

to the coordinates defining the 3-D figure, since only 2-D 

objects can be displayed on the screen. The display file 
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is an n x 9 matrix. The first column consists of an integer 

derived by hash coding the name of the figure displayed so 

that each figure on the screen preserves its identity. This 

makes it possible to selectively manipulate any figure on 

display, to delete a line segment from a particular figure, 

to rotate a figure or even to erase a figure completely. 

(By making changes only in the display file it is possible 

to alter the figure displayed on the screen without changing 

the matrix associated with the figure). The last two col¬ 

umns of the display file contain the information about the 

mode of dispaly (i.e. information about solid or dotted 

lines etc.). If no such information is provided by the user 

the default condition is that all lines are visible and 

solid. The display file is further discussed while discuss¬ 

ing the function DISPLAY2. 

A set of about 30 functions has been defined to per¬ 

form the various primitive graphical operations. These 

functions and the construction of the display file is dis¬ 

cussed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 

APL notation (17) (9) and no attempt will be made to describe 

it here. We have, however, included a list of APL operators 

and extensions to APL/360 in Appendix D. 

In the following discussion all reserved words start 

with APL (e.g. APLFILE etc.). 

This scheme should not place any significant restric¬ 

tion on the number of variable names that can be used. A 

look at the concise Oxford Dictionary (7) shows that there 

is an insignificant number of words starting with APL. 

Other schemes have been used, including tinderlining reserved 

words (8), but since underlined words are valid variables in 

APL we feel that this restriction is not consistent with the 

APL philosophy. 

The functions described below fall into three cate¬ 

gories. There is a set of functions for display and manipu¬ 

lation. This includes the two display functions and 

functions for rotation, perspective, projection, deletion etc. 

The second set of functions enables the user to de¬ 

fine the figures he wants to be displayed, i.e. functions 

to generate circles, squares, triangles etc. Lastly there 

is a set of functions for plotting, they enable the output 

21 
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to be graphed on paper by an IBM 2741 typewriter, if a dis¬ 

play screen is not available. 

After discussing the function an example is given 

illustrating its use. For the sake of clarity, the Display 

and Graph commands in each example have been omitted and the 

resulting output has been directly shown. 

A program listing of all the functions discussed in 

this chapter is included in Appendix B. 
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I. FUNCTIONS FOR DEFINING FIGURES 

A. POINT: This function generates the code for defin¬ 

ing a point in 2 or 3D. 

SYNTAX: Variable POINT A 

A is a 2 or 3 element vector specifying the coordinate of 

the point displayed. A point is defined as a line segment 

of zero length, so this function is a special case of the 

function LINE discussed next, 

P14-T>f)jprr< m 1(1 
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B. LINE: This function defines a line in space. 

SYNTAX: Variable + A LINE B 

A and B are 2 or 3 element vectors specifying the coordinates 

of the endpoints of the line. 

r.i-f-n n rrpr -in m 

n 

r\ 

n 

n 

o 

r> 

o 

o 
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I 
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C. RECTANGLE: The function RECT generates code for 

defining a rectangle 

SYNTAX: Variable A RECT B 

A and B are 2 element vectors specifying the coordinates of 

diagonally opposite verticies as shown in the figure below. 
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A 
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P1 ■= r,Frm 1 ^ 1 s 
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D. TRIANGLE: As the name suggests this function de¬ 

fines a triangle. 

SYNTAX: Variable TRIANGLE V 

V is a 6-tuple giving the coordinates of the verticies in 

clockwise or anti clockwise order. 

7*1 T A NfiLF S ^ 1 S S 1 S 1 S 

o o 

o o 
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o o 
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E. CIRCLE: This function generates the code for de¬ 

fining a circle. 

SYNTAX: C CIRCLE R 

where C is a two element vector specifying the center of the 

circle and R is a scalar giving the radius of the circle. 

The circle is approximated by an n sided polygon. The number 

of sides is specified by APLM, which in the present case is 

16. The elongation of the circle along the X axis is due to 

the fact that the scales are in a ratio 6:5. 

rMn in c 
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F. JOIN: This function is used to generate an arbi¬ 

trary polygon given the coordinates of its verticies. 

SYNTAX: JOIN V 

V is a 2n tuple (n e I+) giving the coordinates of the 

verticies of the figure to be generated. The coordinates 

may be ordered clockwise or counter clockwise. 

15 R 2 ? 1 5 15 2 2 R 15 

o 

t o o 

o 

+ I 
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G. CUBE: , This function defines a rectangular parallèle 

piped in space, of which a cube is a special case. The name 

cube is, however, used for notational convenience. 

SYNTAX: Variable + V CUBE D 

where V is a six-tuple and D a scalar. 

V is the result of concatenating a pair of diagonally 

opposite coordinates A and B of one of the faces as shown in 

As defined, the ’cube’ has one face parallel to the 

X-Y plane and the other faces parallel to the Y-Z and X-Z 

planes. 

Subsequently, operations of Translation and rotation 

can be used to position the ’cube* at any desired angle to 

the coordinate axes. 
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II. FUNCTIONS FOR MANIPULATION: 

This section describes the various functions for 

manipulation of display items. All 2-D operations are per¬ 

formed on the figure (Rl) below; i.e. the initial state is 

as shown below and the result after the application of each 

function is shown in the examples. The 3-D operations are 

performed on the cube on page 30. 

Rl+10 10 RECT 20 20 

o 

o o 

ooooooooooo 

+ 
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One function, which is common to almost all operations in 

this section is the function BY. 

SYNTAX: X BY Y 

X is an n-tuple (n e I+) and Y is an m-tuple 

(1 £ m _< 3). The function puts Y at the top of an inverted 

global stack (APLSTACK), and transmits X as it is. (Infor¬ 

mation about the dimension of Y etc. is also stored on the 

stack.) 

This scheme makes it possible to 'nest' functions so 

that operations of the following type can be performed. 

' FIG' «-SCALE (TRANSLATE (... (ROTATE 'FIG' ABOUT 'AXIS’ 

BY '6')...)BY V)BY X 

We therefore have a powerful scheme by which we can perform 

multiple operations in one step. 

In the following functions, the function names were 

chosen so that each operation could be performed by typing 

out a simple command in English, e.g., Rotation is carried 

out by the statement 

ROTATE 'FIG' ABOUT 'AXIS'/'POINT' BY 'ANGLE' 
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A. ROTATION: The syntax for rotation is 

SYNTAX: Variable 4 ROTATE FIG ABOUT AXIS/POINT BY e 

FIG is the name of the object to be rotated. If the rota¬ 

tion is in 3-D space, an axis must be specified by the coordinates 

of its endpoints. However, if the rotation takes place in 

a plane, only the point about which the rotation takes place 

need be specified. Hence AXIS is a 6-tuple and Point is a 

2-tuple. 

e denotes the incremental angle of rotation in de¬ 

grees and can have both positive and negative values. Posi¬ 

tive values correspond to a rotation in the counter clock¬ 

wise direction. 

ROTATE is a dummy function and performs no computa¬ 

tion. The actual transformation is accomplished by the 

function ABOUT. 

Rotation about the origin or about an axis passing 

through the origin is a linear operation and hence can be 

accomplished by an appropriate matrix multiplication. 

ABOUT first translates the coordinate axes to 

•linearize* the rotation. Next the rotation matrices are 

generated according to the transforms in Appendix A. 

Finally, after matrix multiplication, the coordinate axis 

are translated a second time so that they correspond to the 

original set. 



Rl+ROTATE R1 ABOUT 15 15 BY 45 
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S+ROTATE S ABOUT 0 0 0 10 10 10 BY 45 
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B. DELETE: This function deletes a line segment in 

a figure. 

SYNTAX: Variable DELETE P FROM 'FIG* 

P is a point on the line segment to be deleted. FIG is the 

name of the figure which contains the line segment. 

Delete is meant to be a'CURSOR' operation. The cursor 

is positioned on the line to be deleted and a command of the 

type 

P + zfi 

is executed. (^1 is a symbol for the cursor--to be discussed 

in Chapter IV). This gives P the coordinates of the cursor 

and the function can be used as shown above. 

Delete is a dummy function and the actual deletion is 

accomplished by FROM. The function first 'maps out' the 

specified figure from the display file. Next it picks out 

the line segments that satisfy the following condition. 

((X1<P <X2) v (X2<P <X1)) A ((Y1<P <Y2) v (Y2<P <Y1)) 
A A y y 

where XI, Y1 and X2, Y2 are the endpoints of the line seg¬ 

ments and P and P are the X and Y coordinates of P respec- x y 

tively. Once this has been done we check to see if the con¬ 

dition 

P .-XI X2-X1 
I^ P -Y1 ^ ^ Ÿ2-Y1 ) I • < e 

is satisfied by any line segment that satisfied the 
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restriction in step 2. If one of them does, then it is de¬ 

leted; if not a statement 'TRY AGAIN* is typed out. The 

user may now reposition the cursor more accurately and try 

once more. Actually great accuracy is not needed since we 

have taken e to be 0.1. (Theoretically e = 0 if P is ex¬ 

actly on a line segment, but since there is a certain 'fuzz' 

associated with the cursor it would be extremely difficult 

to position it exactly on a line segment. Hence we take 

e = 0.1.) 

Rl*-DELETE 15 10 FROM 'i? 1' 

o o o o o o 

o 

+ I 
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C. TRANSLATE: As the name suggests, this function 

translates a figure. 

SYNTAX: Variable + TRANSLATE FIG BY V 

FIG is the figure to be translated and V is a 2 or 3 element 

vector, depending on the dimentionality of the figure to be 

translated. The function adds the X, Y, Z components of V 

to the X, Y and Z components of the figure to be translated. 

In this sense the translation is incremental. 

RETRANSLATE R1 BY ”10 “10 

ooooooooooo 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

ooooooooooo 
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D. SCALE. This function is used to scale a figure. 

SYNTAX: Variable + SCALE FIG BY V 

FIG is the figure to be scaled. V is a two element vector. 

The first element of V specifies the dimension of the figure 

to be scaled; the second element is the scale factor. Each 

coordinate of the figure is multiplied by the scale factor 

so that the center of the figure shifts after a scale opera¬ 

tion. 

If the figure is to be scaled such that the center re¬ 

mains invariant we could use the following combination of 

functions: Variable+TRANSLATE(SCALE(TRANSLATE FIG BY-lxC) BY 

V)BY C where C is the coordinate of the invariant point. 

Rl+SCALE R1 BY 2 0.5 

o o o o o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o o o o o 

I I I 
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E. RESHAPE. This function can be used to reshape or 

"distort" a figure. 

SYNTAX: Variable «- RESHAPE FIG BY V 

FIG is the figure to be reshaped. V is a 2 or 3 element 

vector depending on the dimentionality of the figure to be 

reshaped. The X, Y and Z components of the figure are multi¬ 

plied by the first, second and third components of V respec¬ 

tively. 

Rl+RESHAPE R1 BY 1.5 0.5 

oooooooooooooooo 

O o 

O O 

o O 

O o 

oooooooooooooooo 
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F. PARTIAL SELECTION: This function enables one to 

delete a part of a line segment, as it is of particular im¬ 

portance for implementing hidden line algorithms. 

SYNTAX: DELETE V IN ’FIG’ 

V is a 4-tuple giving the coordinates of the endpoints 

{A'(X^t,Y^t) , B’(Xg,,Yg,)} of the part that has to be de¬ 

leted. 

Delete, as mentioned before, is a dummy function and 

performs no computation. The partial deletion operation is 

carried out by the. function IN. First the midpoint 

xA*+xBl YA,+Yb, 
{(  j  ), (  2  ) ) of the section that has to be de¬ 

leted is calculated and with the help of the deletion 
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function (B) the entire line segment A B is deleted both 

from the display file and the matrix defining the figure. 

Next the line segments A A' and B B* are added to the 

display file and the code defining the figure, resulting in 

the deletion of the segment A'B*. 

RK-DELETE 12 20 18 20 IN *R 1» 

o o o o o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

ooooooooooo 

+ 
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G. UNION: This function is used to merge to figures. 

SYNTAX: Variable FIG 1 UNION FIG 2 

FIG 1 and FIG 2 are the two figures to be merged. The UNION 

function makes it possible to do an operation on several 

figures at a time. 

H. PROJECTION: Projection enables one to take the 

projection of an object on any given plane. 

SYNTAX: Variable PROJECT OBJ ON PLANE 

PROJECT is a dummy function and does no computation. 

OBJ is the object to be projected and plane is a 4- 

tuple specifying the coefficients A, B, C, D respectively in 

the equation (AX + BY + CZ = D) of the plane of projection. 

The projection is carried out according to the transforma¬ 

tions in Appendix A. 

The angle between the X-Y plane and the plane of pro¬ 

jection is calculated (9) together with their line of inter¬ 

section (LI). The projected figure is then rotated by 0 

about LI. The display function, DISPLAY3 (normally without 

perspective) is used to display the figure. 
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I. ERASE: This function enables the user to selec¬ 

tively erase any displayed figure. 

SYNTAX: ERASE 'FIG1 

FIG is the figure to be erased. The name of the 

figure is hash coded and a search is made in the display 

file, if the figure is found, it is erased from the display 

file. The variable name associated with the figure, however, 

still contains the display code so the figure can be redis¬ 

played if desired. 

ERASE 'i?!' 
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J. MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS FOR MANIPULATION. 

i. MATRIX: This function makes any 2 x 2 or 3 x 3 

matrix compatable for multiplication with the matrix associ¬ 

ated with a 2-D or 3-D figure without display information. 

SYNTAX: Variable <- FIG + • x MATRIX M 

FIG is the 2-D or 3-D figure that is to be multiplied. 

M2 is any 2x2 matrix if the figure is 2-D and a 3 x 3 

matrix if the figure is 3-D. 

ii. MATRIXD: This is an extension of Matrix for use 

when the figure to be multiplied contains display informa¬ 

tion. 

SYNTAX: Variable <■ FIG + • x MATRIXD M 

FIG is the 2-D or 3-D figure with display information 

that is to be multiplied. M is 2x2 or 3x3 depending on 

the dimentionality of FIG. 
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FUNCTIONS FOR DISPLAY 

A. DISPLAY2. DISPLAY2 is a function that builds up 

the Display file for displaying a 2-D figure. 

SYNTAX: ’FIG* DISPLAY2 FIG 

FIG is the figure to be displayed. 

The function operates by hash coding the name of the 

figure to be displayed and searching the Display file to see 

if the figure already exists in it. If the figure is found 

in the display file it is erased (so that the updated ver¬ 

sion can be entered in its place). Next the matrix contain¬ 

ing the display code for the figure is augmented by con¬ 

catenating the hash coded name of the figure as its first 

column. If the figure to be displayed contains display in¬ 

formation (information about solid or dotted lines etc.) the 

augmented matrix is appended to the display file. If not, 

then the default is entered as the 6-7 column of the matrix 

which is then concatenated to the display file. 

The repetition of the figure name once within quotes 

and once without is due to the fact that APL/360 does not 

have an unquote operator. If this was available we could 

have a function 

DISPLAY 'FIG’ 

the variable FIG could be generated internally by using the 

unquote operator. Burroughs/APL has this facility. 
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The unquote operator is particularly important for graphic 

applications for it to be possible to have an elegant naming 

s cheme. 
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SQ+5 5 RECT 15 10 

SQ 
5 5 15 5 

15 5 15 10 
15 10 5 10 

5 10 5 5 

'SQ1 DISPLAY2 SQ 

DISFILE 
995 5 5 15 5 1 1 
995 15 5 15 10 1 1 
995 15 10 5 10 1 1 
995 5 10 5 5 1 1 

SQ«-13 20 RECT 30 36 

SQ 
13 20 30 20 
30 20 30 36 
30 36 13 36 
13 36 13 20 

'SQ' DISPLAY2 SQ 

DIS FILE 
995 13 20 30 20 1 1 
995 30 20 30 36 1 1 
995 30 36 13 36 1 1 
995 13 36 13 20 1 1 

TR+TRI ANGLE 55 15 51515 

TR 
5 5 15 5 

15 5 15 15 
15 15 5 5 

•ri?» DISPLAY2 TR 

DI S FI LE 
995 13 20 30 20 1 1 
995 30 20 30 36 1 1 
995 30 36 13 36 1 1 
995 13 36 13 20 1 1 

1049 5 5 15 5 1 1 
1049 15 5 15 15 1 1 
1049 15 15 5 5 1 1 
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B. DISPLAY OF 3-D FIGURES: The function DISPLAY3 

builds the display file for displaying 3-D objects on a 2-D 

screen. 

SYNTAX: ’FIG1 DISPLAY3 FIG 

FIG is the figure to be displayed. 

Since all objects are to be displayed on a 2-D screen 

DISPLAY3 maps the set of coordinates from 3-D to 2-D. 

The function works in conjunction with the PERSPECTIVE 

function. If the user has executed the PERSPECTIVE function 

and entered in the required data, a perspective transforma¬ 

tion is carried out according to the set of formulas in 

Appendix A, mapping the object on a 2D screen. If, however, 

the PERSPECTIVE function has not been executed a projection 

on the X-Y plane is taken. 

Once the mapping from 3-D to 2-D has been carried out 

DISPLAY 2 is called to build up the display file. 

C. PERSPECTIVE: This function is used to set a global 

vector APL PERSPECTIVE which is used by DISPLAY3. 

SYNTAX: PERSPECTIVE. 
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PERSPECTIVE 
OBSERVER LOCATION 

□ : 
50 50 75 

POINT SIGHTED 
□ : 

5 5 “5 
FRACTIONAL DISTANCE OF SCREEN ALONG LINE OF SIGHT 

□ : 
2 

APLPERSPECTIVE is a 7-tuple consisting of observer 

location (3 coordinates), the direction cosines of the line 

of sight (3 in number) and the distance of the projection 

screen from the observer (1 element). 

Once Perspective is executed, the user enters the data 

and the function calculates the direction cosines etc. and 

sets APLPERSPECTIVE. 

Needless to say each time a new view of an object is 

required PERSPECTIVE must be executed. 

D. APLGRAPHICS: This function must be executed at 

the start of each Graphics session. It initializes a number 

of variables. 

SYNTAX : APLGRAPHICS 
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The functions discussed in this section enable the 

user to get a plot of the figures to be displayed if a dis¬ 

play console is not available. For this purpose we have 

created a new file called APLFILE which is the display 

file without the last two columns. 

A disadvantage of plotting is that because of round¬ 

off errors straight lines do not remain straight as a re¬ 

sult the figures are often distorted. 

The function used for graphing is GRAPH and it uses 

two functions TO and APLAXIS. 

A. GRAPH: This function is used to graph the APLFILE. 

SYNTAX: GRAPH APLFILE . 

When this function is executed all the figures that 

are in the APLFILE (DISPLAY FILE) will be graphed. 

The function first linearly translates all figures 

so that they are in the first quadrant (X, Y ^ 0 V X, Ye 

APLFILE ) it then calles the TO function (discussed next) 

which then plots each line segment in the APLFILE. 

B. TO: This function generates the actual points to 

be plotted 

SYNTAX: A TO B. 
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where A and B are the coordinates of the endpoints of the 

line to be plotted. 

The function simulates a Digital Differential 

Analyzer (DDA) (24). 

The differential equation of a straight line is 

dy _ AY 
3x “ ÂX * 

The DDA produces only a discrete approximation to 

the continuous solution of the differential equation, which 

can be used for digital positioning commands for a point 

plotting CRT. The DDA is discussed in reference 24. 

C. APLAXIS: This function defines the axis. A glo¬ 

bal variable APLN determines the length of the axis. Every 

time APL N is changed, APLAXIS must be executed. 



CHAPTER IV 

The discussion so far has centered on the generation 

of display-files but nothing has been said about how they 

could be used to display pictures on a screen. This section 

considers how this can be done, together with the necessary 

extension of the existing command language that would be re¬ 

quired. 

Once a display file has been created, in order to 

display a picture on a screen, an application program must 

be written to produce graphics code which can be interpreted 

and executed by the display processor. Secondly, it is 

necessary to locate this code in a storage area which can 

be continuously accessed by the display program at execution 

time. In APL when a function is executed the result is 

automatically printed out by the terminal typewriter. For 

graphics application, since we have a second input-output 

medium (the display console) we have to distinguish between 

the results that are printed out and those that are used by 

the display processor. To achieve this we have to implement 

a new command (e.g.-S- •FILE1) which would cause the file 

to be put in a storage area where it could be readily 

accessed to drive the display terminal. 

The implementation will in general, depend on the 

54 
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type of display system that is to be used. 

For the system to be truly interactive, it must be 

possible to enter data from the display terminal. Several 

graphic display terminals e.g. S-4700 (38) and Tektronix 

4013 (30) have a cursor, whose X-Y coordinates are always 

stored in two registers. If these can be accessed by the 

processor, it is possible to enter coordinate values etc. 

from the display terminal. To make use of this facility, 

however, we need a command of the type 

Variable + jj] 

where is a new symbol for the cursor. An implementation 

of this command would require an augmentation of the exist¬ 

ing APL interpreter. 

Tektronix (30) markets a graphics terminal (4013) 

especially designed for using APL. It has the complete set 

of 88 printing symbols, including all of the composite APL 

symbols formed by back spacing and overtyping. The 4013 is 

supported by a software package (31) for implementing 

APL/360 and another (32) which includes facilities for vec¬ 

tor drawing and input by cursor. Such a system would be 

ideal to implement any extension of APL for graphics. The 

only factor against such an implementation is its cost, 

which is approximately $7,000 (30). 

An alternate system, that can be readily implemented 

at most computer centers is shown in Figure 4. 
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The specific model numbers relate to the equipment 

currently available at Rice University. 

In this arrangement, the processing is done by the 

IBM 370, while the PDP/11 is used to drive the display 

terminal and provide for the cursor facility. Using this 

basic set up there are a number of ways to implement the 

-0- + FILE and the variable •*- [|l commands. One such imple¬ 

mentation is discussed below. 

The PDP/11 is programmed to transmit all characters 

from the typewriter to the IBM 370 unaltered; it however, 

selectively intercepts strings transmitted from the IBM 370 

to the typewriter (Figure 5). These strings are preceded 

and succeeded by a special control character. 

The APL interpreter is extended so that when it 

processes the new symbol-Q- it sends out a message delimited 

by a special currently unused character (••) e.g. •• STORE 

AND DISPLAY 'FILE' ••. The PDP/11 on receiving the special 

control character, intercepts and executes the command fol¬ 

lowing it. In this case it would store the 'FILE' and 

generate the necessary code to drive the display terminal. 

A similar scheme can be used to implement the 'cursor 

command' 

Variable [J] 
The interpreter on receiving the symbol ijl can send out a 

command of the type •• READ CURSOR *• to the PDP/11 which 
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LO 

50 
•H 
PH 
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would return the coordinates of the cursor. This value 

could then be conveniently entered by using the existing 

'quad mode' of entry in APL. 

It must be emphasized that the scheme discussed there 

is one of the many that are possible. In general any imple¬ 

mentation would be strongly dependent on the type of facili¬ 

ties available at a given computing center. 



CHAPTER V 

In this study a graphics system has been defined 

which can be implemented in an APL environment. The system 

can be termed a general purpose ''Picture Editing System" 

since it incorporates a set of primitive graphical operators 

for displaying and manipulating figures or objects in 2D or 

3D. To implement these graphical operations, a number of 

functions, in APL, have been defined. The syntax of these 

functions has been chosen so that each operation can be car¬ 

ried out by a simple descriptive command. The user, however, 

is not limited to using only the functions provided. Several 

APL operators can be used to augment these functions; their 

use of course depends on the problem at hand and the in¬ 

genuity of the programmer. 

The system as it stands could be used for a variety 

of applications including 

1. Positioning of Objects: In many fields of 

engineering the designer is faced with the problem of posi¬ 

tioning objects in 2D or 3D. This problem arises, for 

instance, in architecture design, in urban planning, in 

logical and block diagram representation, in integrated cir¬ 

cuit mask generation and other similar situations. 

60 
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2. Viewing of objects from different positions: 

This application arises in several different areas, such as, 

architectural and urban design, model building and simula¬ 

tion, where one often wants to view buildings etc. from dif¬ 

ferent positions. 

3. Use in Engineering Drawing: In Engineering Draw¬ 

ings extensive use is made of orthographic, perspective and 

isometric projections. Once an object has been defined 

these can be trivially obtained by using the projection and 

perspective functions. 

4. Educational Purposes: A major application of 

this system could be for educational purposes. Since plot¬ 

ting of function of the form y = f(x) can be readily accom¬ 

plished, students could get a "feel" for different mathemat¬ 

ical functions and operations. For example, to illustrate 

integration and differentiation a function could be displayed 

together with its integral and derivative and this could be 

done for several functions. Matrix multiplication could be 

shown to result in rotation. A chemistry student could 

profitably display models of molecules and interactively 

change a 'trans' structure to a 'sic' structure. 

Applications, other than those mentioned above are 

possible and depend on the user, he may for instance use the 

system for a stimulus-response experiment in psychology or 

he may be interested in displaying patterns for their 

aesthetic content. 
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The system, however, does not permit nongraphical 

manipulation of the picture: for example, the stresses and 

strains in the various trusses cannot be readily calculated 

after a bridge structure has been displayed. Hence we must 

distinguish it from specialized application graphical sys¬ 

tems such as systems for aircraft design (25) etc. However, 

as Grey (10) points out, genuine computer aided design has 

been insignificant and these systems could more accurately 

be termed ’’systems that use interactive graphics" rather 

than true "graphical design systems." 

One of the aims of this study was to preserve the 

basic philosophy of APL, to define a data structure so that 

existing APL operators could be meaningfully applied to the 

figures generated and above all to incorporate a set of func 

tions in EXISTING APL for implementing a set of primitive 

graphic operations. This approach can be contrasted with 

the one followed by Giloi ejt al. (8) in their proposed APL G 

In their scheme the functions for graphic operations would 

be written in machine language, the APL translator would 

have to be augmented by the respective procedures and the 

table of recognizable standard instructions would have to 

be extended. 

This would result in an implementation of APL substan 

tially different from APL/360, where as the system defined 

in this study can be readily implemented at any installation 

using APL/360 with only relatively minor changes in the 
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interpreter. This should be a distinct advantage. 

To conclude, possible extensions to the present sys¬ 

tem are discussed. The figures and objects defined at 

present are all wire frame models. If a hidden line algo¬ 

rithm (36) (24) is implemented it will be possible to repre¬ 

sent solid objects. The present set of functions can be 

expanded to include operations for generating the surface 

of intersection of two solid objects. Other useful opera¬ 

tions would include those for shading, coloring and hidden 

surface elimination. At present, no general algorithm 

exists for implementing most of the operations discussed 

above, though several restricted solutions have been pro¬ 

posed some of which have even been implemented in hardware. 

Computer Graphics, is still in its infancy and it may 

take some years before an exhaustive list of functions can 

be proposed. In the meanwhile, the system affords enough 

flexibility, so that the user can define more functions 

depending on his need and the constraints of the display 

system. 
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MATHEMATICS FOR DISPLAY AND MANIPULATION 
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A. ROTATION ABOUT AN AXIS IN SPACE 

C.* 

Translate the coordinate system by OR so that the 

new origin is at RCXjY^^) (Figure 2) . 

Fig. 2 
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Let X"Y"Z" be a coordinate system with the Z" axis along the 

axis of rotation the XM axis perpendicular to the ZM and 

passing through the point P. The Y" axis will then be out of 

the plane of the paper (Figure 3). 

Let QP = r. 

Let the unit vector along the axis of rotation be iT. 

From the Figure 3: 

QP"' = QQ' + (pp’ 

IQPI = IQP *| 

IQQ'I - IQP'I sin 0 

= |QP| sin 0 



QQ* = (a x r) sin 9 
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|Q ' P * | » | QP | cos 0 

Q' P^ = r cos 0 

^ . "v 

QP* = (a x r) sin 0 + r cos 0. 

RP* = RQ + QP' 

RP* = (a x r) sin 0 + r cos 0 + RQ 

Let RP = R 

then RQ = (R* a) a 

RP' = (a x r) sin 0 + r cos 0 + (R * a)a. 

Translating coordinates so that 0 is once again the origin 

we have 

OP' = R' = OR + RP' 

1?' = (a x r) sin e + r cos 0 + (R • "a)!T + OR 

Let the direction cosines of the axis of rotation be 

£, m, n the a = ai + mj + rik 

£ 
X2d 

D 

m 
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n = 
Z2d 

D 

where X2d > " VX1 Y2d " VY1 Z2d = Z
2~Z1 

D = /(X2d2+Y2d2+Z2d2) 

r = RP - RQ 

(xdi 
+ Yd* + Zdk) ' CC^2Xd + mYd + AnZd)i 

+ OmXd+m2Yd+mnZd)j + UnXd+mnYd+n2Zd)k) 

where Xd = X-Xx Yd = Y-Y1 Zd = Z-Z1 

r = ((l-£2) (Xd)-AmYd-anZd)i + (-amXd+ (l-m2)Yd-mnZd);. 

+ (-AnXd-mnYd+(l-n2)Xd)k 

a*r = i(mZd-nYd) + j(nXd-JlZd) + k(AYd-mXd) 

= C£2Xd+JlmYd+JlnZd)i + OnXd+m2Yd+mnZd).. 

OR = 

+ (AnXd+mnYd+n2Zd)k . 

Xli + Ylj + Zlk* 

Let R* - X*i + Y'j + Z'k. 
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X1 = (mZ<j-nY(j)sin 0 + AmY^-AnZ^)cos 0 

+ £2X^ + JlinY^ + fcnZ^ + X1 

X’ = [cos0+A2 (l-cos0) ]X^ + [ Jtm(l-cos0)+n sinOjY^ 

+ [£n(l-cos0)-m sin0]Z^ + X1 

Y* = [Jlin(l-cos0)-n sin0]X^ + [cos0+m2(l-cos0)]Y(j 

+ [mn(l-cos0) + Ji sin0]Zd + Y^ 

Z' = [&n(l-cos0)+m sin0]Xd + [mn(l-cos0)-z sin0]Yd 

2 
+ [cos0+n (l-cos0)]Z(j + Z^. 

“x7 

Y' 

f“ 2 “ cos0+ü (l-cos0) Am(l-cos0)+nsin0 £n(l-cos0)-msin0 
2 

jun(l-cosO) -nsin© cos0-Hn (l-cos0) mn(l-cos0)+Jlsin0 

X-Xj 

Y-Yi + 
X

 

11 
2 

m(l-cos9)+msin0 mn(l-cos0)-jtsin0 cos0+n (l-cos0 z-z1 I 
Z1 J 



B. PROJECTION ON A PLANE IN SPACE 

A-6 

Let AX + BY + CZ = D be the given plane. 

Let P•(X', Y’, Z*) be the point of intersection of the 

perpendicular from P(x y z) to AX + BY + CZ = D. 

Clearly 

X* = At + X 

Y’ = Bt + Y 

Z’ = Ct + Z 

A(At+X) + B(Bt+Y) + C(Ct+Z) = D 

D-AX-BY-CZ 

A2+B2+CZ 
or t 
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x, = A[ Dl_y_-BY-,C2 j +x 

A^+B^+CZ 

Y* = A[ j + y 
AZ+BZ+(T 

z ' = A[ —y~^Y~^z ] + z 
AZ+BZ+(T 

2 2 2 
Let A^ + Bz + C = E. 

X'E = DA + (E-A2)X - ABY _ ACZ 

Y'E = DB - BAX + (D-B2)Y - BCZ 

Z'E = DC - CAX - CBY + (D-C2)Z 

fmm * P 9 -1 
- - 

X’ E-Az -AB -AC X DA 

Y' _ 1 
E -BA D-B2 -BC Y DB 

Z' _ -CA -CB D-C2 Z DC 
m m 

*• mm 
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C. PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 

The technique used is basically the one described by 

Kubert et al. (20) 

The observer is located at 0(0 , 0 , 0 ) and OQ is x y z 

the line of sight. The perspective coordinates of P are de¬ 

termined by the intersection of the line joining 0 and P 
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(in OP) with the window plane. The projected point on the 

plane is designated.S(X*, Y’) = S(a, 3, Y) where X* and Y* 

are the perspective coordinates and a, 3, y, are the X, Y, Z 

coordinates of the point (with respect to the X, Y, Z coordi¬ 

nate system). 

Points 0 and P are described in terms of the over all 

coordinate system X, Y, Z. The line of sight makes angles of 

at m and n with the X, Y and Z axes respectively. The con¬ 

trol parameter of the perspective projection is the distance 

OR which we will call D. 

If we choose the X-axis such that it is parallel to 

the X-Y plane then the transformation equations are: 

X* = [ (a-rx)cos m 

Y* = (y-rz)/sin n 

where 

cos l 

cos m 

cos n 

Q -0 Xx 

Q^o 

V° 
D 

x 

Z 

z 

(3-ry)cos £]/sin n 

a ~ °x + K(a'V 

3 = 0y + K(b-Oy) 
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Y - Oz + K(c-Oz) 

K = D/[(a-0 )cos £ + (b-0 )cos m + (c-0 ) cos n] 
A y Là 

r = 0 + D cos £ 
A A 

Ty. = Oy + D cos m 

r = 0„ + D cos n 
z z 

The transformations are general except for the inde¬ 

terminate case when the line of sight is vertical i.e. (sin n 

= 0). 

In this case, one can use an alternate definition of 

the X-axis and avoid this problem. This has, however not 

been incorporated in the transformations used, in the interest 

of computational simplicity. 
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VAPLAXIS Z□ ] 
V APLAXIS 

[1] APLPAGE+IAPLN'APLN)p» ' 
C2] APLPAGEZ1 ;]-<-( 1 tAPLN)p ’ | » 
C 3] APLPAGEZill + (APLNIM’ 
[4] APLPAGEZhll+' + ' 

7 
C 5 ] 7 

VAPLGRAPHI CS ZU1 
V 4PPG7MPPIPP 

Cl] ALP+'A BCDEFGHI J KL MNOPQRS T U V W X Y Z 1 

C2] ALP+ALP,('0 123456789') 
C3] DISFILE«- 0 7 pO 
C4] APLSTACK+ 0 4 pO 
C 5] APLFILE*-0 
C 6 ] APLPERSPECTIVE+ 0 0 

V 
C 7 ] V 

7PYCD] 
7 X«-Y PY Z 

Cl] APLSTACK+APLSTACK,C1]((1 1 pp,Z),(l 3 pZ)) 
C2] X«-Y 

7 
C3] 7 

VOIR CLE zzn 
7 Pl-*-P CIRCLE R;N 

Cl] 27-*-1 
C2] X*- 1 4 p(P,0) 
C 3 ] Pl«-X 
C4] PlsPK-Pl.ClHX-f-CPPîMYE’ X dPPPP 0 0 PY( 360*UPPM+1 ) ) ) ) 
C 5 ] JH-P+1 
C6] +(L1,L2)Z1+N>APLM] 
C7] L2tRl+TRANSLATE R1 PY P 

7 
C8] 7 
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VC7£/BP[[]] 
V R1+-V CUBE DiR 

[1] A*- 1 11000 /7 
[2] B+ 000111/7 
[3] RU-X tlll{Y+(TRANS LATE {X+A RECT B) BY{ 0 0 ,P))) 
[4] P«-((3p0),(3pl)) 
C5] Pl«-Pl,[l]((P/,J[l;]),(P/,y[l;])) 
[6] Rl+Rl ,[1]((P/,X[2;]),(P/,Y[2;])) 
[7] i?l^i?l,[l]((i?/.y[3;]),(i?/,y[3;])) 
[3] P1«-P1,[1]((P/,J[4;]),(P/,Y[4;]) ) 

V 
C 9 ] V 

VDELETECD] 
V R2+DELETE X 

Cl] R2+X 
V 

C2] V 

V DISPLAY 2 [[]] 
V /I PJSPPi4Y2 B-,XliX2iX3 

111 XU-pBLlil 
[2] Y2-*-pB[;l] 
[3] -*•( 4 5 ) [ 1+X1>4] 
[4] B+Bt((X2,2)p(2xJ2)pl) 
C 5] Y3<-2 6iUPPii4) 
[6] P<-((y2,l)p(X2Pi?3) )tB 
[7] ^-e-PJPPIÜPC ;l]e(Y2pY3) 
[8] DISFILE+(.~A)/l 1] DISFILE 
[9] DISFILE+DISFILE,[1] P 
[10] APLFILE+((1 1 1 1 1 0 0 ) /[2] DISFILE) 

7 
[11] V 
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vETMS’ffi: m 
7 ERASE FIG;XUX2 

Cl] X1+ 1 1 p2f>x(ALP\FIG) 
[2] X2+DISFILEI ;l]eXl 
[ 3 ] DIS FILE*- ( ~X2 ) / [ 1 ] DIS FILE 
[4] APLFILE+- 1111100 /[2] DISFILE 

V 
[5] 7 

7FÆ0ATCD] 
7 Rl+LINE FROM FIG ; VI ;V2;73; 74 ;V5; 76 ; XI ;*2;71;J2;DFiN;FIG 

Cl] XI+ 1 1 p26i (ALPxFIG) 
C2 ] 2T2^FJ5FJLi?C ; 1 ] eXl 
C3] DF+X2/Cl] DISFILE 
C4] APLDF+DF 
C5] DISFILE+(~X2)/Cl] DISFILE 
C6] 71-*- 1 0 /LINE 
C 7 ] 72-*- 0 1 /LINE 
C8 ] 73+ ( ( 71 UDFC ; 2 ] ) A( 71 <PFC ï 4] ) )v( ( 71 <£>FC ; 2 ] ) A( 71ZDFC ; 4] ) ) 
C 9] +(22 10)Cl+(l£( + /73))] 
CIO] 74+( ( 72 ZDF C ; 3 ] ) A( 72 UDF C ; 5 ] ) ) v( ( 72 <,DF C ; 3 ] ) A( 72 >DFL ; 5 ] ) ) 
Cll] +(22 12)Cl+(l^(+/75+74A73))] 
Cl2] 76+75/Cl] DF 
C13 ] F+ 1 0 /p76 
C14] Xl+(,76CF;])C2] 
C15] Jl+(,76CF;])C3] 
C16] *2+( ,76C2V;])C4] 
C17] 72+(,76CF;])C5] 
C18] +(19 25)C1+((J2-Y1)<0.001)A((72-71)<0.001)] 

C19 ] +(20 25)Cl+( \ ((.(X2-XI )T(J2-Y1))-((71-Z1)V(72-Y1)))<0.1)] 

C 20] ff+F-1 
C 21 ] +(22 14)Cl+(tf>0)] 
C22] ’TRY AGAIN» 
C23] DISFILE+-DISFILE, Cl] APLDF 
C24] +0 
C 25] 76+76 CF;] 
C 26] M+l 
C27] i?l+ 1 1 pO 
C28] 71+A/(( ,mM;]) = ( ,76)) 
C29] i?l+( ,f?l),71 
C 30] M+M+1 
C31] +(32 28)Cl+M£(pI>FC;l])] 
C 32 ] Fl+~(l+i?l) 
C33 ] Z7F+F 1/Cl] DF 
C 3 4] DISFILE+DISFILE,Cl] DF 
C 3 5] APLFILE+ 1111100/C2] DISFILE 
C3 6 ] R1+ 0 111111 /C 2 ] DF 
C 3 7] APLV+V6 
C38] 4PLFF+ 0111100 /C2] DF 

7 
C 39 ] 7 
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V(ri?j4P5[[]] 
V GRAPE PIGiXiVliV2iAliBl;NiKliK2 

[ 1 ] APT, AXIS 
[2] J<-LL/(0,(L/[2] FIG)) 
[3] FIG*-(1 0 0 0 0 /[2] FJG),<(0 1111 /[2] FIG)+\X) 
[4] X*pFIGhll 
[5] VI*((^,l)p(FIGZ;2])),((Z,l)p(FIGZ; 3 ] ) ) 
[6] V2*((X,1)p(FIGL;4])),((X,l)p(FIGL; 5])) 
[7] N*1 
[ 8 ] -*(51,52)ll+N<Xl 
[9] L2:Al*t(VlLNil) 
[10] Bl*,(V2iN;)) 
[11] A1 TO 51 
[12] N*N+1 
[13] -*-8 
[14] L1:N*APLN 
[15] 54:+(0,53)[1+J7&1] 
[16] 53 :((APLN*2)p 1 0)\APLPAGElNi] 
[17] 7I7«-P-1 
[18] -*-54 

V 
[19] V 

Vt70I7!7[[]] 
V Rl*JOIN V 

[1] 51^51, (1<|>[1] 51-«-(((py)*2),2)py) 
V 

[2] V 

VLINE LUI 
V Rl*A LINE BiX1 

[1] 7?l«-(l,pXl)pXl«-U,5) 
V 

[2] V 

VAMr5JX[n] 
V J;X1 

[1] Xl-*-pX[l;] 
[2] -*(52 ,51)[1+X1>2] 
[3] 51:Rl*(Xt(3 3 p0)),[l]((3 3 pO),X) 
[4] +0 
[5] L2:R1*(XA2 2 p0)),[l]((2 2 P0),J) 

V 
[6] V 
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VMATRIXDl□] 
V Rl+MATRIXD X;X1 

[1] Xl+ç>X\_ 1 ; ] 
[2] -*(L2,L1)[1+X1>2] 
[3] LlîRU-( (MATRIX X),[l](3 6 p0)),((6 3 p0),[l](3 3pl00010001 
[ 4 ] -*-0 
[5] L2:R1<-((11ATRIX X),[l](2 4 pO)),((4 2 p0),[l](2 2 p 1 0 0 1)) 

V 
[6] V 

VOffCm 
V Rl+FIG ON PLANEiA;BiC;D;E;MliM2iM3iXliX2;X3iXH 

[1] A+PLANEZll 
[2] B+PLANEL21 
[3] C+PLANE[3] 
[4] D+PLANElM 
[5] E+(A*2)+(B*2)+(C*2) 
[6] Ml-*-(£-U*2)),(-/lxE),(-vlx(7),(-BxiO,(£-(Z?*2)),(-Bx£7) 
[7] Ml«- 3 3 p((Mit(-CxA) A-C*B) t(E-(C*2)))iE) 
[8] Ml-*-( (Ml, ( 3 3 pO )),[!]((3 3 pO).A/l)) 
[9] Xl+ç>FIGllO 
[10] X2+pFIGl;1] 
[11] M2<-(X2,6 )p((Bxyl),(Bxi?) ,(DxC))iE 
[12] -K£1,£2)[1+X1>6] 
[13] LliRl+(FIG+.*M1)+M2 
[14] +L1 
[15] L2 : FI G-«-((6pl)t(2p0))/[2] FIG 
[16] M3*-( (6p0),(2pl))/[2] FIG 
[17] Rl+-( ((FIG+,*M1)+M2) ,M3) 
[18] L7:-*-(£9 ,L8 )H + (pAPLPERSPECTIVE)=7l 
[19] L8 : -*0 
[20] L9 :Z3-«-( (~2o( ( |<7) + (E*0.5)))xl80)*(oi) 
[21] -*-(£3,L4)[l+i4 = 0] 
[22] L3:+(LStL6)[l+fî=0] 
[23] L5-.R1+ROTATE RI ABOUT ((Di A), 0 0 0 ,(DiB),0) BY X3 
[24] -*-0 
[25] LUîRl+ROTATE RI ABOUT(0,J4,0,X4,(XH+DiB),0) BY X3 
[26] ->0 
[27] L&-.R1+-ROTATE R1 ABOUT(X4, 0 0 ,X4, (Xh+DiA ), 0 ) BY X3 

v 
[28] 7 
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^PERSPECTIVE [ [I] 
7 PERSPECTIVE ;L-,T ;P-tXl ;Y1 iZl ; A1 ‘,B1 ;C1 ',D1 ;DD 

Cl] ' OBSERVER LOCATION ’ 
[2] L+U 
C3] » POINT SIGHTED ' 
[4] P<- □ 
C5] » FRACTIONAL DISTANCE OF SCREEN ALONG LINE OF SIGHT » 
C6] 
c 7 ] xn-pm-Lci] 
C 8 ] 71«-P[2]-£[2] 
[9] Zl«-P[ 3]-L[3] 
[10] Dl+((X1*2)+(X1*2)+(Z1*2))*0.5 
[11] Al+X1*D1 
[12] B1«-Y1*P1 
[13] C1*-Z1*D1 
[14] DD-*-T*Dl 
[15] APLPERSPECTIVE+iL) AA1) ,(B1) AC1) ADD) 

V 
[16] 7 

VPOINTIW] 
7 RU-POINT X 

[1] Rl+(l,pXl)pXl+(X,X) 
7 

[2] 7 

VPROJECTLD1 
7 Rl+PROJECT X 

[1] Rl+X 
7 

[2] 7 

7BE<7T[[]] 
7 Rl+A RECT B 

[1] BH-((p4)<|>U.X).Ul,Xl-*-(ltB),(l+jl)),(B,B),U2tjr2«-(ltjO.(l+B))) 
[2] Bl«-(4,(pBl)+4)pfll 

7 
[3] 7 
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^RESHAPECD] 
V Rl+RESHAPE FIG\V;X1 \X2 ;X3 ;*4 ;X5 -,X6 ;X7 

[1] XI-*-, ( ~1 4 +APLSTACK) 
[2] tMl+*7)+(l+X7) 
C 3 3 Xl+pFIGZ1 ;] 
[4] X2-*-pV 
[5] N+6 
[6] ->•( 7 8)[1+X2>2] 
C 7 3 N-*- 4 
[8] X3+-?.x(pFIGÆ ;1] ) 
[9] XS<-(X3*pV)*N 
[10] X4-t-(Z6,iV)p((Z3xp7)p7) 
[11] -*-(12 14)[l+Xl>/n 
[12] Rl+FIGxX* 
[13] -*■0 
[14] X5-*-((iVpl),2pO)/[2] FIG 
[15] *l«-((tfp0).2pl)/[2] FIG 
[16] X5^5x^4 
[17] i?l-«-Z5,XI 

V 
[18] V 

V£(MLE[[]] 
V Rl+SCALE FIGiViX1\X2\X3 

[1] Ml(3t,("l 4 UPLSTACK)) 
[2] Xl<-pFIGL 1 ; ] 
[3] JM-6 
[4] -*-(5 6 ) [ 1 + ( 1 0 /7)>2] 
[5] N+4 
[6] -*-(7 9)[1+Xl>tf] 
[7] Rl-*-FIG* ( 0 1 /V) 
[8] ->0 
[9] X2+- ( ( N p l),2p0)/[2] FIG 
[10] X3+-( (NpO ),2pl)/[2] FIG 
[11] X2+X2*(.0 1 /V) 
[12] Rl+X2tX3 

V 
[13] V 
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vrocm 
V A TO B;XliX2iïliY2iXDiïDiVUV2;N 

Cl] K1+1 
C 2 ] JC2«-1 
[3] Xl+Alll 
[4] X2<-BM 
[5] Y1-MC2] 
[6] Y2-«-Z?C2] 
[7] XD+(X2-X1) 
C8] ->(L7,L8)Cl+XD<-lx(10*“l0)] 
[ 9] L8:K1+~1 
CIO] Xl+Xl+2 
Cil] £7:YD+(Y2-Y1) 
C12] -KL14,L10)Cl+yfl<-lx(10*-10)] 
C13] £10 :X2-*-”l 
C14] YH-Y1+2 
Cl 5 ] £14:-K£12,£ll)Cl+( \XD) <10*~10] 
C16] LIliXl+Xl+l 
C17] £12 :-*(£9,£13)Cl+( |JD)<10*-10] 
C18] £13îYl+Yl+1 
C19 ] -*-(£9 ,£15)Cl+<(( | J£)<10*-10)A( ( \XD ) <10*"l 0 ) ) ] 
C20] £15 : Yl-*-Yl-l 
C21] Xl+Xl-1 
C22] £9:-»-(£l,£2)Cl+( |X£)>( |Y£)] 
C 2 3 ] £1 : 71-«-L ( ( ( | LY£+0.5) + l) ,l)p(Yl+((Y£^Y£)x(Z2xil+ | LYÆ+0.5) ) ) + 0.5 
C24] 72«-L((l + |YZ?),l)p(Yl+X2xil+|I£<-LYfl+0.5) + 0.5 
C 25 ] -+L3 
C 26 ] £2 : Vl+-\_ ( ( 1+ | L.YÆ+0,5 ) , 1 )p ( Yl+Xlx 11+ | U/HO. 5) + 0.5 
C27] V2+K ( 1+ | U£+0.5),l)p(n + ((WTW)x(nxll+ | U£+0.5) )) + 0.5 
C28 ] £3 : N+-1 
C 29 ] £6 : -»■( 0 , £4 ) C 1+tf £( 1 0 /pVl)] 
C 30 ] m:APLPAGEZ(V2lN;l) i(7lCif;])>* •» 
C 31] N+N+1 
C32] -*-£6 

V 
C 33 ] 7 
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V 
^TRANSLATE CD] 
RETRANSLATE FI G\V\X1\X2 

Cl] n+.Cl 4 +APLSTACK ) 
C 2 ] AP LS T ACE "10 \APLSTACK 
C 3 ] 7<-(l+Zl)t(l+^l) 
C 4 ] XEpFIGl 1 ; ] 
C 5 ] X2+pV 
C6] N+6 
C 7] -»■( 8 9)Cl+X2>2] 
C 8] N+ 4 
C9] J3-*-pFJ(7C ;1] 
CIO] X4«-(X3pO )». + ( (2xp7)pF) 
Cil] -♦•(12 14)Cl+Xl>tf] 
C12 ] i?l-<-*TG+X4 
C13 ] -♦-0 
C14] ( (iVp 1 ) » 2 pO ) / C 2] FIG 
C15] X6«-( (Fp0),2pl)/C2] FIG 
C16] X5+-X5+XH 
C17 ] R EX5tX6 

V 
C18] V 

V 
VTRIANGLEZ□] 
RETRIANGLE V 

Cl] RE 3 2 pV 
C2] 

rj 
RERlt(lWH RD 

V 

C 3 ] V 

VUNIONim 
V R1+A UNION BiX1;X2 

[1] XEpAZl',1 
[2] X2«-pi?[l;] 
C3] -+(LltL2)Zl+Xl=X2l 
[4] L2 :REA , C1 ] B 
C5] ->0 
[6] Ll:-*-(r/3,L4)Cl+Zl>X2] 
C 7] £4iREA,[l](B,((pB[;l]),2)pl) 
[8] ->0 
[9] L3si?l«-U,((pjtC;l]),2)pl),Cl] B 

V 
Cio] v 
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VWVfiRNUM 
V RONDER 

Ci] FRAME* 5 5 RF.CT so 45 
 [2]— FRONT* 10 10 RFCT 20-40   

ta] ROOF*TRJANGLE 10 HO 20 HO 15 45 
— - C4] *tt()OF* PISPLAT? POOF * * 

[53 DOOR* in 10 nncr ir> 20 
— [o] 'noon* DISPLAY? noon 

[7] VIW1* 12 34 RFCT 14 30 
 [*-] 'vnD\*~-DISPLAY?-vno\  
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 CIO] 'CHH'-DISPLAY? CRM    

CIO] 9 FRAME11 DISPLAY? FRAME 
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[23] VNDH* 40 30 RF.CT 43 33 . 
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APPENDIX D 

A SUMMARY OF APL NOTATION 



APL REFERENCE DATA 

Primitive Scaler Dyadic Functions Primitive Scalar Monadic Functions 

X+X X plus Y 
X-X X minus Y 
X*X X times Y 
X*X X divided by Y 
X*I X to the Y-th power 
Xï X maximum of X and Y 
XU minimum of X and Y 
X|X X-residueofY 
XeX base-X logarithm of Y 
X ! X binomial coefficient; for Integer X 

and Y, the number of combinations 
of Y things taken X at a time 

Xoy circular and hyperbolic functions 
and their inverses (Y is in radians) 
(see Tablai) _ 

X<X X less than Y 
X$X X less than or equal to Y 
X*X X equal to Y „ 
XïX X greater than or equal to Y 
X>X X greater than Y 
X*X X not equal to Y 
XAX XandY 
XvX XorY 
X*X not both X and Y (X nand Y) 
XvX neither X nor Y _ 

♦X Y 
-X negative of Y 
«X sign of Y ("1,0,1) 
♦ X reciprocal of Y 
* X e to the Y*th power 

;; ss!?vY 
IX magnitude of Y 
•X natural logarithm of Y 
! X factorial Y; Gamma 

function of Y ♦ 1 

oX » times Y 
ŸX a random integer from the 

vector iY 
-X not Y 

result is 1 if the relation holds, 
0 if it does not 

Table 2 

X X XAX XVX X*X XVX 

0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

Table 1 

0OX (1-Y*2)*.6 
loX sin Y 
2oX cos Y 
3oX tan Y 
4oX (1+Y*2K5 
50X sinh Y 
6oX cosh Y 
7oX tanh Y 

"loX arcsin Y 
*2oX arccos Y 
*3oX arctan Y 
"4 oX ( 1+Y*2)*0.5 
~5oX arsinh Y 
~6oX arcosh Y 
*7oX artanh Y 

Table 3 

X rx LX 

3*14 4 3 
~3 • 14 “3 “4 

Special Symbols 

( ) Parentheses. Expressions may be of any complexity; function precedence is 

right to left except as modified by parentheses. 

■+X Branch to X. where X is a scalar or to 11 X if X is a vector. If X is an empty 

vector, branch to the next line in sequence. If X is not in the range of 
statement numbers in the function, leave the function. 

*♦ Terminate execution of this function or the last suspended function, and 

those functions which led to its use. Escape from □; request for input. 

□+*X Print the value of expression X. The sumbols □«- may be elided. 

X«-0 Request input. X gets the value of die expression entered. -► provides 
escape from request. 

XHD Request Input. X gets the value of input text, not including carrier return 
as literal characters. The characters OUT, separated by back^aces, provide 

excape from request. 

*XYZt The literal characters XYZ. 

—. Underline: Allows increased set of alphabetic characters, l:e.# A end Asm 

distinct characters. 

ft comment 

see Definition Mode 
* see Generalized Matrix Functions 



Primitive Mixed Functions 

XpX 
pX 
xtn 
X\X 
\ y 

xci 

XrX 
XxX 
x?y 
xtx 
xnzix 
xey 
♦I 
♦CZ3J 
ox 
x*x 
V 
x.x 
x9izir 

.x 

XiX 

XiX 

x+x 
ix 
tt 

BBA 

EA 

o/X 
o/iZlX 
o/X 

XiX 
X/iZlX 
XiX 
X\X 
X\CZ]J 
x\x 

{ 
( 

Reshape Y to sizeX 
Size of Y 
The elements of X selected by index Y 
Index of first occurrence of Y in vector X 
The first Y integers from origin (0 or 1 AS set by 
ORIGIN command) 
Result is logical and has same size as X; an element of 
result is 1 if corresponding element of X occurs in Y. 
Representation of Y in number system with radix X. 
Value of the representation Y in number system with radix X. 
X integers selected randomly without repetition from IY 
Rotation by X along the last axis of Y 
Rotation by X along the Zth axis of Y 
Rotation by X along the first axis of Y 
Reversal along the last axis of Y 
Reversal along the Zth axis of Y 
Reversal along the first axis of Y 
Transpose by X of the coordinates of Y 
Ordinary transpose of Y 
X and Y catenated along last axis; if X and Y are scalars, 
a vector is formed. 
X and Y catenated along Zth axis; either X or Y may have 
one axis more than the other; Z applies to the larger. If Z 
is not an integer, a new axis is formed following thelZ axis 
Ravel of Y (make Y a vector) 
If X positive take first X elements of Y 1 
If X negative take last )X elements of Y ( .» . T 

If X positive drop first X elements of Y J * ** 
If X negative drop last IX elements of Y " 
X specified by Y 
The permutation which would put X in ascending order. 
The permutation which would put X in descending order. 
Linear system solver; least squares solution of B * A+.xX, 
for matrix A, vector or (columns of) matrix B. 
Left inverse of matrix A; least squares solution of I « A+.xX, 
where I is an identity matrix. 

In the entries below o stands for "any primitive scalar dyadic 
function" 

Generalized Reduction 

i.e., insert the symbol o between each pair of elements 
of Y. Example: +/1 2 3 4 s t+2 + 3 + 4*10 

The o reduction along the last axis of Y 
The o reduction along the Zth axis of Y 
The • reduction along the first axis of Y 

Compression and Expansion 

X (logical) compressing along the last axis of Y 
X (logical) compressing along the Zth axis of Y 
X (logical) compressing along the first axis of Y 
X (logical) expanding along the last axis of Y 
X (logical) expanding along the Zth axis of Y 
X (logical) expanding along the first axis of Y 

Generalized Matrix Functions 

X+. xy Ordinary matrix product of X and Y 
*0. ox Generalized inner product of X and Y 
X• • ox Generalized outer product of X and Y 

All scalar functions are extended to operate element-by-element on 
arrays; i.e., vectors, matrices, and higher-dimensional arrays. 

A scalar or one-element array may be used as one argument of a scalar 
dyadic function and will be reshaped to conform to the size of the 
other argument. 

Overstruck Symbols 

• • t4*0A/V«IB 


